
I know it’s been a month since my daughter Jessica married Patrick Sweeney at the winery, 
(Sept. 10). I just wanted to personally thank you for all your hard work in making her day so 
very BEAUTIFUL!

You are very good at your job and I will be referring other couples your way for their wedding 
reception needs. Have a great day, and thanks again.

Lucie

Hi Nichole,

Vijay and I want to tell you we think you are amazing. You made our wedding absolutely 
perfect. All of the touches, and detail, and careful attention you gave us were recognized 
by us and all of our family members. Really, you just made us, the wedding party, and the 
children so happy. Also,the meals were WAY better than the last chef’s. Your team was ON 
TOP of it! When we return from our honeymoon we plan to write a letter to your general 
manager expressing our appreciation for you and your efforts. Again, thank you from the 
bottom of our hearts.

Jennifer and Vijay

Hello John, 
 
My name is Jennifer McCormick and my husband and I, Vijay Sundaram, got married at  
Cave B Inn on Saturday May 22. We were truly pleased with our wedding. It hasn’t been 
until now that I’ve been able to formally write you a letter of appreciation for Nichole and the 
amazing work she did to make our wedding a complete success. I attribute everything going 
perfectly to her hard work, focus, and dedication. I think she is simply amazing and because 
of her, our ceremony and reception could not have gone better.

There are many things she did, going out of her way to make sure our day was perfect. 
Not the least of which was following through on every single agreement we had made with 
the previous wedding coordinator and caterer. I know this is a not an easy transition to 
manage but Nichole made all our wishes come true (including previous meal and other 
arrangements) without a hitch. Also, Nichole was very reassuring about the potential for rain 
and alternative plans for the arrangement. I know it was because of her last minute work 
that we were able to have the ceremony outdoors, which I will cherish and appreciate for the 
rest of my life. In addition, Nichole was simply amazing with the children at the reception, 
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even bringing them toys, and making sure every child had a piece of the special children’s 
birthday cake. One child at the reception told me later that she felt very special to have a 
piece of the chocolate ‘children only’ cake. All of these things were done with surprise to  
me and made our evening extra special. Nichole also made sure to give me and my  
husband kind direction, and reassure us throughout the preparation for the ceremony. 
 
I hope that all brides have the wonderful experience that I had working with Nichole and 
experiencing the perfect wedding day. It would be a pleasure to have the opportunity to 
recommend Cave B and Nichole to others.

Thank you, 
Jennifer McCormick and Vijay Sundaram

Hi Nichole! 
 
I wanted to be sure to let you know what a terrific job everyone at Cave B did to make Licia 
and Tyler’s wedding day the most beautiful day ever!
 
We enjoyed dinner poolside with a yummy bar-b-que and drinks and great weather. Everyone 
was very nice and accommodating, really couldn’t ask for more.

The morning of the wedding went by pretty fast, Camille got there to set up and the arbor 
hadn’t been taken down yet, so I called the front desk and by the time I got back to the 
rooftop there were guys there taking it down! Didn’t take long then. Camille and her crew  
set up the altar. What a beautiful setting and spectacular view!

The valet went well and so did the shuttling of guests to the reception. Guests all came 
through the main lobby with some partaking in cocktails there. We were up there having 
pictures taken so it was nice to be able to meet and greet there! Then we all headed to the 
ceremony by foot or by shuttle. All the guests were taken by the whole event... “Wow, how  
did you ever find this place, sort of comments.”

The ceremony was beautiful. The weather was great, a little breezy but nothing that couldn’t 
be handled. And of course we were prepared for that, as much as one can be! The water 
station was a hit!

We had a receiving line on the lawn area, then the wedding party headed to the Cliffehouse 
for the signing of the marriage license and toasting to the newlyweds as the guests headed 
to the cocktail party.
The cocktail party in the Round House was perfect, great idea! It gave people a chance to 
be inside, mingle with each other, and enjoy the view from there as well. The hors d’ oeuvres 
were very tasty and the wine hit the spot. All the guests had nothing but good to say for all 
the helpers and how kind they were!

Seeing how beautiful the reception area was, the grounds are so pretty with all the summer 
plants! The tables were set so nice and the head table looked great. All the stations were  
set up perfectly too. Wonderful dinner! Guests were so pleased with all the choices and  
how fresh and flavorful all the dishes were! Thanks to the chef and all the chef’s helpers! 
Above and beyond...super job! Everything ran so smoothly! Yummy!
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The cake and the sparkling wine were such a hit! Absolutely beautiful! Mary did a super  
job and the champagne cake, very moist and light!

Everyone had a super time dancing and partying, of course the evening always seems  
to end too early! The dj had us choose our own playlist so it was fun music with no weird 
song surprises! 

Licia and Tyler said their Sunset Room was decorated very romantically and enjoyed a 
wonderful wedding night!

I know how much effort, time, and energy went into this day for everyone and I must say  
it showed! I can’t tell you how many guests are still talking about it. I have received calls, 
cards of thanks, and it couldn’t have been done without all the help from you and Breanan. 
Very professional and personable, and it really goes a long way when you can make people 
feel so invited and make sure they are enjoying themselves.

Sunday morning we gathered up all the wedding items from the Estate Room which  
were all boxed up and ready to go. Thanks to all that helped with that!

Licia and Tyler opened their wedding gifts that morning on the lawn in front of the 
Cliffehouses so we all could visit before heading our own ways. Some headed over  
to the Inn for Sunday Brunch and others had energy to do some rock climbing!

Licia and Tyler stayed an extra night and enjoyed relaxing at the pool and hiking around.  
Of course they had a delicious dinner and wine. The chef had boxed up the top layer of  
their wedding cake and they took that home.

Again, I want to say thanks to a job well done! Looking forward to another Cave B experience!

Diane 

Thank you so much for taking such great care of us and everybody in our wedding party! 
We had the best day and such an amazing time at Cave B. You were absolutely the best 
coordinator anyone could ask for! We feel so blessed to have had you :) We really appreciate 
everything you did, as well as how each individual employee treated us at Cave B. We’ll 
definitely be back as much as we can :)

Thanks again!
Jackie and Chris Little
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